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What is your full name? 

Nicole Lee 

Nickname? Nikki 

 

When is your birthday? 

May 16, 2002 

Do you have a memory of a favorite birthday? My mom put on an amazing race throughout Neoga where all my 

friends were grouped into teams and we competed against each other to win! 

Who are your parents and siblings? Stacy and Jason Lee, and Taylor Lee 

What is your favorite thing to do with your family? Family Game Night 

Name an accomplishment you are proud of? Being able to represent Neoga High School Swim Team all four 

years 

When I was young, I saw myself as… a doctor. 

What are your plans after high school? To attend and swim at Birmingham Southern and major in Biology 

What is your favorite Elementary School memory? Naptime in Mrs. Skiefs class. 

What is your favorite Junior High School memory? Being on the first student council 

What is your favorite High School memory? Homecoming week! The past four years have been so fun! 

What will you miss the most after you graduate from High School? My classmates and teachers. 



 
If you could travel anywhere in the world where would you go? Why? New Zealand! I have always been 

fascinated with the island and the culture that surrounds it 

What are your hobbies? swimming and painting 

How do you want the Class of 2020 to be remembered? The class that through it all always stayed connected and 

always believed in one another. 

 

What is one thing COVID -19 (Coronavirus) has taught you? It has taught me to not take anything for granted. 

High School flies by and you never really know it till you’ve graduated (or it’s been shut down). Also to always live 

every day to the fullest with no regrets. 

 


